7 Days National Level Workshop on “Writing Research Paper”
Centre for PG studies organised a 7day National level online workshop on “Writing Research
Paper” from 05/04/2021 to 11/04/2021.Prof. Brijesh Singh, Associate Professor from SJB
Institute of Technology, Bengaluru was the Resource Person. 156 participants from different
parts of the country registered and 165 members attended the workshop. The session was
very informative and useful as the speaker covered various aspects of the topic like writing
review of literature, setting objectives and hypothesis, data analysis and interpretation,
writing the bibliography etc.

International Webinar on “Trademarks in a Market Influenced by AI”
Centre for PG studies organised an International Webinar on “Trademarks in a Market
Influenced by AI” on 05-06-2021 at 4.00 pm for teaching and non-teaching and company
professionals. Ms.Luma Abbas, Practicing Advocate, Karnataka High Court, was the
resource person. The webinar concentrated on the practical implementation of IPR in today’s
Pedagogical System. The discussion included the practical feasibility as well as the
difficulties in “Trademarks in Markets influenced by AI” thus achieving the objective of the
webinar. Furthermore, the webinar threw light on the principles and concepts of trademark
law to understand whether it includes an AI System or its functions; whether the credibility of
a trademark would reduce in the presence of such systems and whether there is a need to
amend the existing principles.424 participants attended the webinar.

International Webinar on "Employment Vs Employability in the Present Global
Scenario"
Sindhi College, Bangalore organized an International Webinar on "Employment Vs
Employability in the Present Global Scenario" on 02-08-2021 at 10:00 am in association with
Aware International Institute, Kochi, Kerala. Prof. M. Ramachandra Gowda, Vice-Chancellor,
Rani Channamma University, Belagavi, Karnataka inaugurated the webinar.The objective of
the webinar was to equip the participants to become industry ready, to ponder upon various
facets like strengthening academia-industry linkages, fostering employability through
curriculum reforms, higher education and its relevance in employment. The workshop was a
grand success with 300 participants from the various parts of the globe. The presentation was
very interesting and insightful in driving home the fact that the upcoming graduates should
have a mix of unique set of skills, abilities and qualities that will make the future graduating
students stand out from the crowd. The webinar was fruitful in creating awareness about
acquiring employability skills that are transferable and which help them in adapting to the
changing work culture.

Report on Webinar –How to be an Entrepreneur
The Innovation & Incubation Centre hosted a webinar on “How to be an Entrepreneur” to
have Industry Interaction with Resource person from Academia & Industry.
The Event started with a M.C address By Prof. Sri Hari.V and also introduced the Resource
Person Dr. Rama Kishore,Institutional Speaker & Trainer to the audience. The event
Inaugurated by Mr. Tameem Ahmed, Placement officer, Sindhi College.
The Resource person started the session with positive quote on entrepreneurship. He stressed
on skills required for an entrepreneur. With live examples of successful entrepreneurs and
their skills the session was Interesting & interactive. The resource person also played videos
of journey of entrepreneurs.
The Takeaways from the webinar are soft skills like entrepreneurship skills, how to inculcate
the skills to take up entrepreneurship as a successful career.
Mr. Tameem Ahmed, Placement officer, rendered vote of thanks. Overall the session was
successful.

